January 2020

The EXTRA field trip to Red Cloud and Geronimo Mines was a great success! December 14th, we had 20 members show up under beautiful blue skies, 70 degree temperatures, and gentle breezes. Thanks to the generosity of the mine operator Roger, and his assistant Ben, all participants went home well satisfied. New Wulfenite material the size of your thumbnail was on the surface for the finding. The Geronimo mine yielded up some great treasure as well in the form of Vanadinite ranging from yellows to deep blood red.

Pictures below are of Wulfenite - one piece purchased, the others found; Vanadinite - all found material; also the entrance to the Geronimo, and some pictures from inside that mine. The streaks are dust caught by the phone flash at a tunnel divide. The walls glisten with Vanadinite!